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Most new things begin with an orientation. 


Whether you are starting at a new school, or a new company, the first 

few days usually consist of activities designed to help you get your 

bearings. Learn your way around. Meet everyone. Pick up the lingo 

and the acronyms.


I remember my orientation as a college student. It consisted of tours 

of key parts of campus, long talks about rules and resources.


There was an orientation to Seminary, consisted of many of the same 

activities. 


There was an orientation for my Summer job during High School, and 

an orientation to the hospital where I briefly worked as a chaplain.




But looking back on those times in my life, I am actually not sure that 

orientation is the right word, because my most profound memory of 

those moments, is feeling utterly dis-oriented. 


And if anything, the onslaught of new information only served to 

make that dis-orientation all the more dizzying. 


Even a few days later, most of what they tried to help me understand 

was a blur. My real memory was, the sensation of being faced with a 

cascade of new information, in an unfamiliar place, around people I 

didn’t know. 


I mostly remember feeling, out of place. Lost. On my own. 


That’s not bad. That is just the way it is with new things. 


In order to settle into something new, we first have to encounter the 

limits of our old knowledge, and familiar patterns. 




We have to learn that the map that brought us here, won’t get us 

where we are going. 


Every new orientation begins with a period of dis-orientation. 


—


This is the season of Lent in the Christian calendar. It is a time when 

we prepare ourselves for Holy Week and Easter by doing a little 

spiritual spring cleaning. Re-devoting to practices of prayer. And, re-

orienting ourselves toward God. 


The 40-day period of Lent in part mirrors the 40 days that Jesus 

spent off in the wilderness to begin his public ministry. After being 

baptized by John, but before any of his teaching our healing would 

begin, Jesus spent 40 days in the desert. Fasting and praying. 




He left the city streets he knew well to sit in a featureless landscape, 

no way to know which way was which, nothing but barren terrain in 

every direction. 


It was the ultimate orientation by dis-orientation.


Before Jesus could begin living the life God was calling him to, he 

had to leave what was familiar and comfortable, he had to become 

uncomfortable, and dis-oriented, letting go of all the maps and paths 

of his past, in order to be clearly pointed in the direction God was 

leading him. 


—


Its a part of change that most of us would likely prefer to skip. The 

letting go. The losing. The discomfort. The dizziness. The 

disorientation. 


But we cannot find our new way until we lose our old ways. 




—


This year we are approaching Lent this year through the Psalms.


These ancient poems and songs form the Bible that give expression 

to a wide range of human emotions. The Psalms are particularly 

adept at giving voice to emotions that we can tend to hide from at 

church, emotions like anger at God, or feelings of abandonment. 


Our Psalm for this Sunday is a striking example, beginning with the 

words that Jesus would centuries cry out while he hung dying on the 

cross.


“My God, My God, why have you forsaken me?” 


Psalm 22 speaks, perhaps more dramatically and clearly than any 

other Psalm, about the immensely painful experience of feeling like 

God is distant. Like God has abandoned us




Perhaps you have had moments in your life that have felt like that. 

Perhaps you are living in one now. 


The presence of these words in the Psalms are a reminder that feeling 

God-forsaken is an emotion that faithful people have felt since the 

very beginning. Wondering how God could allow painful and 

heartbreaking things is a question as old as humanity itself, and a 

question that faithful people in our tradition have been asking for 

thousands of years. 


And Jesus uttering those words from the cross ought to give any of 

us comfort that feeling, and even voicing, this strong and painful 

emotion does not cut us off from God’s love. 


And this feeling is the pinnacle of disorientation. Feeling like you are 

so far off the map that you can no longer even feel God’s presence 

anymore. 




—


A few weeks ago, Susan shared with us in her Sermon the story of 

Mother Theresa’s season of desolation.


Mother Theresa is a woman who is for many of us the paradigm of a 

faithful life lived in obedience to God’s call to care for the poor and 

the vulnerable. 


She was however, gutted by her persistent encounters with the pain 

of poverty, suffered mightily in her private life from a feeling of 

abandonment. Listen to these words she shared with her spiritual 

director in 1957, they are in many ways a contemporary restatement 

of the words of Psalm 22.


“Lord, my God, who am I that you should forsake me? The child of 

your love — and now become as the most hated one. The one — you 

have thrown away as unwanted — unloved. I call, I cling, I want, and 

there is no one to answer… I am told God lives in me — and yet the 



reality of darkness and coldness and emptiness is so great that 

nothing touches my soul.”


Theresa panicked that God had truly abandoned her, and although 

she would share how later in life God’s light once again pierced the 

darkness of that long night, she in fact lived most of her life unable to 

shake the sense that God had simply withdrawn from her. 


I cannot account for this experience. I cannot say what is behind it. I 

do not know what might cause this feeling. 


I do not believe that God ever abandons us. 


 

But I also cannot deny that there are moments that feel that way. 


And I know that this feeling has been a part of the experiences of 

faithful people since the beginning. From the Psalms, written 

thousands of years ago, to a modern day saint.




And there is nothing more dis-orienting than that. 


For us, the presence and love of God is our true north. It is the still 

point on the horizon. The home where we could never lose our way. 


Imagine being lost in the wilderness, and losing sight of the last 

landmark you recognize. 


Maybe you don’t have to imagine at all to know what that is like. 


—


One amazing feature of this Psalm though is that is not merely 

lament. 


The Psalm does not only cry out to God who feels absent, but it 

beseeches God to return. 




That was refrain we sang, "Lord do not be far away. Lord do not be 

far away.”


The feeling of God being distant, did not cause this Psalmist to lose 

faith that God was real. 


Like Mother Theresa who for years, felt that God was absent, but 

never once thought that God didn’t exist. 


The Psalm gives us a sense of divine object permanence. 


Even when God seems far away. Even when God is out of sight. God 

is real. 


—


Back at college, for whatever reason, I could never find my way to the 

dining hall. For the first few weeks of school, I had some mental block 



about it. I would turn left where I was meant to go right, head down 

the wrong path. 


That piece of the orientation had not taken hold in my mind. 


But you know what, I didn’t starve. Because I was never alone. 


I had a community of people around me, and if you got 5 or 6 of us 

together, we could piece together our little fragmented bits of 

knowledge and memory and find our way almost anywhere. 


We were lost together. 


—


Here is how the Psalm ends. After crying out with a sense of 

abandonment. After beseeching God’s return… 


“God, you have rescued me. 




I will tell of your name to my brothers and sisters;


   in the midst of the congregation I will praise you.


I will praise you in the midst of the great congregation;


   I will honor my promises before your people. 


All the ends of the earth shall remember


	 	 and turn to the LORD;


	 	 	 and all the families of the nations


	 	 shall worship before him.”


The shift from the lament to the praise and thanksgiving of God, 

occurs right along side a shift from individual to community language. 


From why have you forsaken me. 

To the whole congregation singing praise. 


—




You may have heard me say before that religion is a team sport. It is 

not something that we can do on our own. It requires community. 


This is why. 


Because no person feels God’s presence unfailingly. And everyone of 

us, even Mother Theresa, go through moments, or even whole 

seasons of life, feeling like God is far away. 


But what the author of this Psalm did, when he wrote these words, 

was he walked back out of that wilderness, where he was so 

disoriented that he felt God had abandoned him, and he told us 

about it. He told his community how he called out to God and God 

responded. How God returned. How God remained faithful to God’s 

promises. 


He came into the midst of the congregation so that we could sing 

about it together. 




—


I bet that there are people in this sanctuary who feel like God is far 

away. Who feel lost. 


Here’s the good news. You are not lost alone. And whatever faith you 

cannot hold right now, this congregation holds it for you. 


We can believe that you cannot believe. We can see your 

belovedness in God’s eyes, even if you feel unworthy of that love. We 

can see your strength when you feel weak. We know there is a future 

for you, even when you feel like this is the end. 


We can see God, so if you can see us. Then you are ok.


—


Dis-orientation is not bad. In fact, it is a pre-requisite for growth. 




In order to settle into something new, we first have to encounter the 

limits of our old knowledge, and familiar patterns. We have to learn 

that the map that brought us here, won’t get us where we are going.


We have to grieve what we have lost and what we are losing. 


Our faith does not promise that you will never feel lost, in fact, I 

expect you will.


We do not promise that you will never feel loss, I know you will.


We do not promise a brilliant sunrise each morning, that assures you 

everything is going to be ok. 


But there is one promise we can make, and we can keep. And I think 

it might just be the best news of all.


You will never be alone. 


